
Co-Conspiring
with Planned
Parenthood
Toronto & Tommy's
Wine Bar!



The Collapse of Roe v. Wade that culminated on June
24th, 2022 is a shocking attack on human and civil

rights in the United States. it is set to be the first of
many rights that will be targeted, as abortion is a

useful topic to organize the right wing.
 

In Canada, this decision encourages the well-
funded anti-abortion movement to continue their
quiet erosion of abortion care. we need to sound

the alarm bells now.  



Inspired by the successes of the Argentine Green
Wave that has folks rising up for abortion rights

across the continent, we at Tommy's Wine Bar want
to start a Green Wave initiative here in our city.

We're partnering with Planned Parenthood Toronto
to achieve this. And we want bars, restaurants,

cafes and other establishments to take the lead.
 

This moment is crucial. Why? Read on!



forced-birth activists are very skilled. There
are already 85 federal MPs that are known to be

anti-abortion and their peers can be found at
every level of government in Canada. If we don't
push back and take up space, they will. and yes,

they see the fall of roe as their victory too.



We don’t have laws governing abortion in Canada. It is
treated like any other medical procedure. 

 
however, many don’t realize how difficult it can be to
access an abortion because the stigma remains very

real.



In most parts of the country, people have
to travel hundreds of kilometers to

access an abortion and often experience
judgement and stealth attempts to prevent

access when they do. 
 

for example, there are only 11 clinics
providing surgical abortion in Ontario -

almost all of which are under 100 KM from
the U.S. Border. only 16% hospitals in

canada offer abortion care.



stealth attempts to prevent abortion access in Canada
are big business. And It is used as an organizing tool

here as well. Which is why we have to talk about Crisis
Pregnancy Centres (CPCs).

 
CPCS are fake, religious "clinics" that have one
purpose: To stop people from getting abortions.

disinformation, cosplaying as medical staff, horrible
emotional manipulation, popping up right beside

abortion clinics, promises of free diapers - they will
try it all.



The scary thing is that in Ontario there are 7 CPCs for
every 1 abortion clinic. Chances are that they are
going to show up first when you google "Abortion

clinic". We can guarantee there's at least one in your
community, walking distance from where you are. 

 
Why are we telling you this? Because the only way to

fight back is local organizing, community by
community, neighbourhood by neigbhourhood. The

Forced Birth movement focuses on hyper-local
organizing. We need to do so as well. 



as culture makers and owners of neighbourhood spaces,
the conversations we can have in our local communities

are invaluable. They will protect people's bodily
autonomy in a way that no federal policies can. 

 
Tommy's would love to invite you to be our co-

conspirators to support PPT. We are seeking  Bold, proud
leaders to help us take up space, openly support bodily

autonomy, protect youth futures and reproductive
choice, and shatter the silence that protects the

forced-birth movement. 



Here's a bit about PPT. PPT is a youth community
Health Centre with a focus on reproductive and

sexual health.  They've been in the Community for 60
years. they provide safe, responsive services that
youth can't get anywhere else. they are beloved by
their community and they love our community right

back. 
 

During the pandemic PPT saw a sharp increase of
youth traveling to them from across and out of the

province, looking for reproductive and abortion
care. at this point they can't nearly keep up with

demand.



 PPT works hard to defend reproductive justice, offer
accessible care, and foster youth futures. 

that looks like offering services that respond to the
holistic needs of youth, including mental health support,

youth-led community programming, and sexual,
reproductive, primary, and gender-affirming care!



join all of us at Tommy's and PPT to help
build the just world we need and deserve. 

 
Let's ring the alarm bells about threats

to accessible abortion care and raise
critical funds to support PPT's work.

 
marking the fall of Roe, The 24th of each
month is the day we will all rise together

and push for bodily autonomy.



Very soon, we'll be launching a program designed
to be inclusive to all businesses wanting to

participate. Participants will have various options
surrounding how they can get involved. 

 
If you are interested Please email Tim at

tim.i.morse@gmail.com to be added to our email list
and we'll be in touch with resources and updates!

 
in the mean time, here are some ideas for joining our

green wave on the 24th of the month, and beyond!



Have PPT's
Digital donation

Jar by your
Register!

Hang PPT
posters!

Sell a special
pastry for PPT

on the 24! 

Ideas to support ppt if you own a coffee shop:



Sell a drink or
have a night for

ppt on the 24!

Host a
Fundraiser, like

Trivia!

spur action by
hosting a letter

writing
campaign.

Ideas to support ppt if you own a bar:



Have PPT's
Digital donation

Jar by your
REgister!

Every 24th, post
about PPT on

your channels

Sell PPT merch
or design your

own!

Ideas to support ppt if you own a Retail store:



on the 24th,
Host a ppt-

themed class!

Dedicate a spa
day to PPT on

the 24th!

on the 24th, Do a
flash in PPT's

honour!

Ideas to support ppt if you own a
fitness studio, tattoo parlor, or salon:



didn't see something that resonated with you? Connect
with us and we can talk about what might work best in

your space! PPT's brilliant staff can help plan something
that is meaningful to you, attainable to achieve and that

feels right for your business and your community.



What ppt can do to support you:

Branding Support

whether that's amplifying
your event or product or

having our marketing
team create content!

PPT Materials
hand out freebies or have

them by your register,
like ppt buttons, pens, or

factsheets!

event support

our staff can help
brainstorm, plan, offer

day-of support, or speak
at your event!



THANK YOU!
To connect with tommy's please

contact tim at
tim.i.morse@gmail.com.

 


